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ABSTRACT 
In many applications it is necessary to determine the rank (or numerical rank) of a 
matrix. Many of these situations involve matrices that are very large order or that are 
sparse or that may undergo some form of modification (rank-k update, row or column 
appended or removed). In these cases the singular value decomposition’s cost may be 
prohibitively high or the decomposition may not be computationally feasible (espe- 
cially for large sparse problems). We thus examine the theoretical merits of rank 
revealing LU (RRLU) f ac orizations. We find that in those cases where the nullity is t 
small and the gap is well defined, an RRLU factorization could be a very useful tool. 
0 Elsevier Science Inc.. 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been a lot of attention paid to direct methods 
appropriate for solving rank deficient linear systems of equations. This 
includes rank revealing QR factorizations for dense, structured, and sparse 
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problems [l, 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 171, complete orthogonal factor&&ions and 
some variants [16, 181, and more recently rank revealing LU factorizations [3, 
131. The need for rank revealing factorizations usually arises in methods 
where there is a null space that cannot be mathematically removed before the 
formulation of the problem. Or, in more difficult cases, the null space is 
numerically determined by a used specified tolerance [5, 7, 181. In the 
current paper our focus is on the rank revealing LU factorization. 
One particular application of interest where the LU factorization of rank 
deficient square matrix with well-known numerical nullity arises from the 
path-following problem [I5]. In this problem, the bordering algorithm is used 
to invert a nearly singular matrix of higher nullity. 
Rank revealing factorizations have the property of producing a factoriza- 
tion with two components. One component is the full-rank portion. The other 
component is the redundant column (or rank deficient) portion. The quality 
of rank revealing factorizations is assessed on how far from singular the 
full-rank portion can be and on how close to exactly redundant the rank 
deficient portion can be made. Of course, in practice, what is redundant is 
determined by some tolerance provided from the application. 
In this paper we derive new, tighter bounds for these two components of 
the RRLU factorization. The derivation is based upon the rank revealing QR 
(RRQR) analysis of Hong and Pan in [12]. The new bounds can also be seen 
as a generalization of the bound derived in [3] for the case where the nullity 
was one. 
The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 
presents the results from [I21 and [3] that are relevant to our new findings. 
Section 3 presents our main theorem on the new bounds for the RRLU 
factorization. Section 4 provides a comparison of the new bounds with those 
from [I2]. Section 5 provides a conclusion and summary of our results. 
2. PREVIOUS RESULTS 
We provide an overview of results and establish notation in this section. 
These results are required for the proof of the new bounds. We also provide 
those previous results for RRLU factorizations to aid the reader in comparing 
results. 
Let A be a real n X n matrix with numerical rank r, 0 < r < n. Its 
singular-value decomposition (SVD) is given by 
XTAY = C = diag(o,, . . . . a,), (2-I) 
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with ui > ... 2 an > 0. We partition X and Y as 
x= [XI x2], Y=[Y, Y2]’ 
where X, and Y, both have r columns. 
Because LU factorizations for even nonsingular matrices require some 
form of row or column permutations, we need the following generalization of 
an LU factorization in order to establish an RRLU factorization. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [Generalized LU(r) factorization]. Let A be. a real 
n x n matrix and 0 < r < n. If there exist permutations Il and 0 which 
respectively permute only the first r rows and columns of A such that 
(2.2) 
where u, E R’“-“X’“-” (not necessary upper triangular), U,, E R”’ is 
upper triangular, and L,, E RrXr is lower triangular, then we say that A has 
a generalized LU(r) factorization. 
Noti, using the generalized LU(r) factorization, we loosely define an 
RRLU factorization as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Rank revealing LU factorization). Assume that the 
n X n real matrix A has numerical rank r (r < n). If there exist permuta- 
tions P and Q such that PAQT h as a generalized LU(r) factorization 
(2.3) 
where 
then the generalized LU(r) factorization of PAQT is a rank revealing LU 
factorization of A. 
In Section 3 we will provide lower bounds on gmi,(LilUil) and upper 
bounds on umax(UZ2>. 
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Notice that in the definition of an RRLU factorization we have two 
additional permutation matrices. These are required to partition the matrix 
into the full-rank portion and the redundant portion. If we can construct 
permutation matrices P and Q for which 
PAQT = All 42 A 
21 42 
where A,, E R”’ and A,, is full rank, then there necessarily exist permuta- 
tion matrices fI and 0 that will produce the generalized LU(r) factorization. 
We are able to produce the permutation matrices P and Q by borrowing 
from the work on RRQR factorizations in [12]. 
The essential ingredient of an RRQR factorization also is the construction 
of a permutation to partition the problem. In this case one must determine a 
column ordering of the matrix for which the QR factorization of the per- 
muted matrix has a well-defined full-rank portion and redundant portion. In 
[12] a permutation matrix 
where Q1 has r rows, is shown to exist for which 
where 
Dnr = r( ?z - r) + min( T, n - r). 
The permutation matrix Q in their proof is one for which 
is maximal over all possible permutations of the rows of Y,. This choice of 
permutation does not lead to a numerical method, but it does provide the 
theoretical bounds for what can be expected with an RRQR factorization. In 
this paper we use the same permutation as above to establish bounds for the 
RRLU factorization. The results above in (2.4) only require that Y be 
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orthogonal and Q b e a permutation matrix. For the RRLU factorization we 
will need this permutation for the columns as well as a similar permutation 
for the rows. 
In [3] it was shown for the case t = n - 1 that an RRLU factorization can 
be constructed for which 
This bound is achieved in [3] by using the same permutation as used in [I2], 
although it was not identified as such, for the case r = n - 1. 
In an attempt to generalize the results above, it was found in [I31 that 
permutations P and Q can be found in the RRLU factorization for which 
n! 
i 
I -I 
IlU,ll, =G \/n-T 
CT r+ I 
(n - r)!r! q+’ ’ - (n :i-)!r! a, 1 ’ 
provided the quantity in the brackets is positive. However, these bounds 
suffer from their combinatorial nature, and we improve on them for all cases. 
3. NEW RESULTS 
In this section we provide new bounds for the RRLU factorization. This is 
accomplished by using the permutation developed in [12] for the RRQR 
factorization. 
Suppose that the matrix A E R” ’ n has numerical rank r (1 < r < n), 
i.e. ~7~ B crV+i, where the gap between a, and u,+ , is large enough so that 
the quantity 
a, - a;+i[r(n - r) -t min(r, n - r)] > 0. 
Let P and Q be permutation matrices partitioned as 
where P, and Q1 have r rows. Moreover let P, and Q2 be such that 
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are maximal over the permutations of the rows of X, and Yz respectively. Let 
us further note that since II and 0 are permutation matrices that only affect 
the first r rows and columns, respectively, of PAQr that they must be of the 
form 
where III,, and Or, are r X r permutation matrices. Applying the permuta- 
tions II, P, 0, and Q are partitioning conformally with II and 0, we have 
Wll w12 
OQY= w 
[ 1 21 w,, = wp (3.6) 
(3.7) 
where A,,, Wll, and Z,, E R"'. 
Then by Theorem 8 in [12] we have 
[ 
?I-r 
I 
l/2 
IlW,,‘ll2 =G IlW,,‘llF = c [(W,2rTww11ii 
i=l 
y ~+%2W2i)V)l 
det (W,,W,‘, ) 1 
1’2 ~ p- 
nr . (3.8) 
i=l 
Here B(i’) denotes a submatrix of B formed by deleting the ith row and 
column, and 
D,, = r(n. - r) + min(r, n - r). 
Similarly, by the same argument as in (3.81, we have 
IIz,% G 6. (3.9) 
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Applying the CS decomposition theorem [lo, 771 to the matrices W and 
Z in (3.6) and (3.71, respectively, we get 
amin(wll) = amin(w22) 
and 
amin(zll) = %intz22). 
Hence we also have 
IlW,‘lls < m (3.10) 
and 
llZ,‘Il AK. (3.11) 
Now, using (2.3), (3.5)-(3.7), and the SV D (2.11, we have 
[ ::: :::I = [ ::: Ip.1[ :l :::I = [ k$: i.,,::$Uss] 
(3.12) 
= Z,,%W,T, + Z,J,W,T, Z,JlWzTl + Z,Jc,W,T, [ 
Zn&W,T, + Z&zW1T Z,J,,W,T, + Z&&W& 1 . (3.13) 
From (3.13), we have that 
T 
4, = Zd,,W,1 + zd2w~T,* (3.14) 
The matrices Z and W in (3.6) and (3.7) are orthogonal; hence 
z ZT = -z 11 21 l2 22 and W21Wl’, = -W22WlT2’ ZT (3.15) 
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From the results (3.101, (3.111, (3.15) and under the assumption that 
u 
*Dnr < 1, 
a, 
(3.16) 
it follows that the inverse of A,, exists and 
A,’ = (ZllZIW; + Z12c2W:,)-1 
= w,-,‘C;l( z + z,1z12z2w~w~T~;1)-1z~1 
= w,-,‘Z;l( z + z,T,z~Tr2w~1w211;;1)-1Z~1 (3.17) 
= w;l’( z + z,‘z,T,z~rC,w~‘w~~)-1~~12~~~ (3.18) 
Furthermore I( A,‘[(2 can be bounded as follows: 
1 
IlA,‘h Q 11w,T11211C,111211z,‘112 1 _ Ilz,T,z,~Z2W,,~W2,~~1~~2 
D nr 
Q 
ac - a,+1 D”, . 
(3.19) 
From (3.12) and (3.131, we have 
hv = A22 - L,,u,2 
= A, - A2,A,‘A12 
= A, - (Z,,W;: + Z22~2K34ii1(ZdF~ + Z,,~c,W,T,) 
= A, - [Z,,ZL1(Z,,W’;) + Z,,~:,W$%-? 
x [ (w,WlT)WiTW2T + Z,,~:,W,T,l 
= A, - [Z,,Z,‘( 4, - Z,,~:,W,T) + Z22~2W,T] A,’ 
X[(A,, - Z,,~.,W;)Wii’W,‘,W,‘; + z,,~,W,T,]. 
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By substituting the expressions for A,,, A,,, and A,, from (3.13), perform- 
ing the multiplications, and canceling like terms, we get 
Since Z and W are orthogonal, it follows that 
W& - W,‘W,<‘W,‘; = WE,’ and Z,’ - ZT ZeTZ& = Z,‘. 12 11 
Using this fact, we can further the expression above as follows: 
52 = z22wG - (zm - z2,z,‘z,2)~2wcTw,7 
+ Z,, Z,‘Z,,C,W,T A,‘Z&(W$ - W,‘,W,“W,‘;) 
- Z&W,T2 A,‘Z,,&(W;; - W,TW,TW;) 
- Z,,Z,‘Z,J,WT 22 
= z2,z2w,T, - zgT z2W,Tw,T wz’; 
+ Z2,Z,‘Z1,2”,W;r A;‘Z&W2;’ 
- Z,, &W;i-, AllIZ C,W,,’ 
- Z2Pcx2 22Kz 
= (z22 - Z2lZl?Z,2)~2W,T, 
- (z22 - z2J,1z,2)~2w,T 4i’Z,2~2Ti’ 
- zg2T z,w;fw, w T 21 
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= Z,TZ,W,T, - ZGT&W; A,‘Z I: W-’ 12 2 22 
- Z&T c,w;w1y wz’; 
= z,Ts2(w; - W;W;l’Wz’;) - ZGT C,W; A,,1Z,2C2W&1 
= Z,TI$2W2;1 - Z&Tx2WI; A,‘Z 2 W-l 12 2 22’ 
Thus we can bound IIU,, II2 as follows: 
(3.20) 
a,+1%(a; - q+lDw) + dlD,zr = 
ur - a;+14 
Ora,+,Ql, = 
a; - a,+1 Qw * 
We now summarize these results in our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a real n x n matrix with numerical rank r 
(1 < r < n), and 
X’AY = c = diag(u,,...,u,,) 
be the SVD of A with u1 > *a. > a, >> u,,~ > *** > a, > 0. Let 
II( PAQT)OT = (3.21) 
be the generalized 
holds, then 
LU(r) factorization of PAWT. If the condition (3.16) 
IlU2,11z < _,,,lD; . (3.22) 
r r+l nr 
Furthermore 
umin( All) a 
q - 0,+1 QT 
Qw . 
(3.23) 
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Although it is of secondary interest, we can also produce a bound for 
ami”(ur,), namely 
It is often more convenient to use the Frobenius norm than the Euclidean 
norm. So below we estimate the upper bounds of ((AI1llF, IlU,,llF, and 
IlU,,llr. To do this we will exploit the fact that for any three matrices A, B, 
and C with the appropriate matrix size we always have 
Also recall that the bound on 112,’ (1. 2 was computed by bounding J(Z,‘llF. 
That is, 
lIZ,‘IlF =s K. (3.25) 
[the last inequality resulting from (3.8) and (3.9)], it follows that 
By noting that 
and using (3.24) and (3.25), it follows that 
(3.26) 
184 
and 
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In the next section we assess the quality of these new bounds by 
comparing them with the bounds for the RRQR factorization. 
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER UPPER BOUNDS 
In this section, we will compare our new upper bound (3.22) for ]]V,,]]Z 
and ]lU,,]]r with the RRQR factorization bound in [12, 141 and the RRLU (r) 
factorization bound in [13]. 
We know from [12] that if we were to compute an RRQR factorization 
using the permutation Q, it follows that 
where V is orthogonal and that 
and 
Now let us examine the bounds from the RRLU and RRQR factorizations. 
Let us denote these bounds as 
D*r 
B(A,,) = q-;+1 . 
nr 
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Now observe that 
185 
B(h) a,~& -= 
B( All) a,-ur+,D . 11 T 
Notice in particular that if a, and a;, i are very well separated (a,. = a, - 
a,, , Dnr), then the bounds for the RRLU factorizations are only larger than 
the RRQR bounds by a factor of a, which is at most n/2. 
On comparing our new bound (3.22) with the bound by Chan [3] for the 
rank-(n - 1) case, we see that they are identical, this is, 
B(&) = 
wan-, 
= Chan’s bound. 
(T n-1 - nu, 
Thus when one lmows that their problem has a well-defined gap, an 
RRLU factorization can be used. The size of the gap for the RRLU 
factorization is dependent on how much larger Us is than a,, 1 D,,,. That is to 
say, this is our “gap criterion. ” To further understand the effect this criterion 
has on determining when singular values are well separated, consider a 
problem of order 1000. If the nullity of the problem is 10, we are required to 
have a gap of four orders of magnitude. In many situations this is not 
unexpected. But is does relegate the RRLU factorization to those problems 
with a very well-defined gap. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have presented new bounds for the RRLU factorization. 
This has been accomplished by borrowing results on the RRQR factorization. 
The bounds indicate that the RRLU factorization could produce results 
comparable to the RRQR factorization in those cases with a very well-defined 
gap between a; and a,, r and a small nullity. In these situations one can 
expect the bounds of the A,, and UZ, blocks to be within a factor 6 of the 
bounds for the corresponding blocks in the RRQR factorization. 
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